Song of birds is subtle and flexible species specific feature, like as the morphology signs. Species specific song of chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs L.) can be judged as precise character in the image on sonograms. The song has the certain structure and shares (divides) on the parts, elements, which consists of them. Individual variability of songs of one type will consist in unique singing each of chaffinch males, who form a local population.
INTRODUCTION
Chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs L.) is one of the first and most widespread objects of researchers of song organizations of birds. Song of chaffinch is genetically determined. And individual variation of genes of song types are presented [1] [2] [3] .
The resounding and precise song of chaffinch frequently drew attention of bioacoustics as an accessible subject of studying of vocal laws-development of songs in ontogenesis (during life of birds), becoming of vocal repertoire, geographical variability of songs and calls (of voice) of birds [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
In the given work, generalizing of principles of song division into structural parts are submitted, the specific features of song types at different chaffinch males are discovered.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
During the spring period (April-May, 2005) in different points of territory Curonian spit of Baltic sea (the Kalin-ingrad region), where the density of a population of a chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs L.) was the high, tape recorder records of singing males (on the average n = 20 songs from everyone) are made.
Record has been executed with the help of tape recorder Panasonic RQ-SX95F, of condenser microphone Philips SBC ME570. Further, sonograms of songs were analyzed with the help of computer program AvisoftSaSLab Light. In total it has been analyzed about three thousand songs. Types of songs are marked by Latin letters.
At the quantitative analysis measured both structure of song type as a whole, and its separate phrases (in three parts of songs-started singing, a trill, a final stroke) on different frequency-and-time parameters: length (duration) of song (sec), maximal, minimal and average (median) frequency (KHz), quantity of elements (syllables), length of syllables (sec), intervals between songs (sec).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
On the basis of these data Long time many fans (amateurs) of songs of birds at singing of chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs L.) defined (determined) only a long trill, frequently with the sharp termination (ending) in the end.
In the middle of XX century, bioacoustics have confirmed, that the trill of song has a descending tonality (that is begins higher frequencies and passes in lower) [10] . In result, in a song of chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs L.) three phrases (knee) are allocated (distinguished): the first-usually increasing in a sound, the second-shorter and the constant frequency (KHz), doing (making) a song with clear step-by-step downturn of a sound, and the third-a final stroke (a sharp sound), which can be complex. Also it has been marked, that the given three phrases (knee) of song can be subdivided into the parts, containing different notes (for example, the first phrase was subdivided on 1а and 16).
For the analysis of song structure of birds exist terms of different character: musical (the note, motif) and linguistic (a syllable, a phrase, a strophe or line). Usually both those, and others have mixing use-that it is possible to name a phrase, it name also motif or a tune (the certain part of song, that consist from similar sounds-notes or syllables, elements). The full finished song of a bird can be named a strophe (stanza) (song pattern), which is subdivided into phrases or a knee (oscillation) [11] .
Also there are songs-variations-different forms of one song pattern, which can be classified in variational lines (rows) [12, 13] .
On the basis of these data we have tried to analyze songs of chaffinch, which have been recorded in population of Curonian spit (N = 153 of males).
Principles of the analysis of song structure of chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs L.) (our view with a support on references): 1) On perception (recognition) on hearing, the song was subdivided into three parts: the row (number) of whistle sounds (as if started singing), trill sounds (are as though poured each other) and a final stroke (the example of the analysis is shown on more widespread song type С) (Figure 1) .
2) Within the limits of these parts of songs on sonograms it is possible to allocate (design) the phrases (the elements similar in the form), in this case a trill includes two phrases in song type C.
3) Elements (syllables) can be simple (started singing and 1-st phrase of trill in song type C) and complex (compound), consisting of two and more subelements (2-nd phrase of trill in song type C). 4) Syllables (elements) are divided (shared) by intervals, but frequently shorter, than at phrases. 5) A final stroke in many types of songs consist of elements (syllables), different in the form (it is possible, therefore it such sharp, remarkable, "bright" on hearing).
At record, songs of one type met in different points of territory (was considered, that belong to repertoires of different males), therefore alongside with the letter were marked by numbers in ascending order (for example, А1, А2, А3, etc.). At the analysis of sonograms of chaffinch songs come to light (reveal) distinctions in their timeand-frequency parameters (at songs of one type)-socalled individual variability. It is possible to show on example of song type C (Figure 2) .
Individual variability-we named as variants (versions) of songs of one type, fixed (recorded) in different points of certain territory or in repertoire of one male.
Songs were considered as songs of one type, that had two similar or completely three parts (started singing, a trill, a final stroke), which of them (parts) can be subdivided into phrases (the second order) (Figure 1) .
In Figure 2 it is necessary to note, that besides small distinction of forms of elements of different parts of variants of song type C (of started singing, trill, a final stroke), can meet and in many respects the modified variations of song-dialect forms, for example, song type С*11 (Figure 2) . This phenomenon is interesting, that dialects of songs can exist together in one local population, probably, as a result of mixture of traditions of different song cultures during migrations [14, 15] .
At the quantitative analysis of variants of song type С ( Table 1) were found out, that the greatest distinction in their length, quantity of syllables and intervals between songs at singing. In other parameters is relative uniformity of the data is observed, but there are the values most distinguished from others.
Variational rows (lines) have been made for the majority of song types of chaffinch, which allocated (designed) on Curonian spit of Baltic sea (in sample 22 song types), are especial for those types of songs, which had strong prevalence in a population (n > 15). It is possible to present variants of song type O (Figure 3) .
Despite of similarity song variants, exists improvisation at singing of different males (especially in a final stroke), forming individual variability of song type O. It is possible any of these similar song forms in further will give the new song type at the development.
CONCLUSIONS
Thus, song of chaffinch (Fringilla coelebs L.) can consist of three parts: started singing (the row of whistle sounds), trill sounds (an average part) and a final stroke. On sonograms within the limits of each part it is possible to allocate the separate phrases that consist of elements similar in the form. 
